
Freedom Of Information Act
Electronic FOIA Request Detail

Request Number: 20170414043658706

Name: Jamie Robison

Organization: Tri-City Railroad Company

Address: 10 North Washington St
Kennewick , WA 99336

Country: United States

Phone Number: 509-371-8313

Fax Number: 509-582-4964

E-mail:

Reasonably Describe Records:

Description: A copy of the recent (2017) agreement between the Mission Support Alliance and Burlington Northern 
Santa Fe Railroad to operate on a stretch of DOE owned track in Richland, WA. 

Optional Information:

Describe Yourself: Affiliated with a private corporation and seeking information for the use in the company's business. 

Cost Information: I agree to pay all applicable fees. 

Waiver Request:

The subject of the request: Whether the subject of the requested records concerns "the operations or activities of the 
government."

n/a

The informative value of the information to be disclosed: Whether the disclosure is "likely to contribute" to an understanding of 
government operations or activities.

n/a

The contribution to an understanding by the general public of the subject likely to result from disclosure, taking into account your 
ability and intent to disseminate the information to the public in a form that can further understanding of the subject matter.

n/a

The significance of the contribution to public understanding: Whether the disclosure is likely to contribute "significantly" to public 
understanding of government operations or activities.

n/a

The existence and magnitude of a commercial interest: Whether the requester has a commercial interest that would be furthered 
by the requested disclosure, and, if so

n/a

The primary interest in disclosure: Whether the magnitude of the identified commercial interest of the requester is sufficiently 
large, in comparison with the public interest in disclosure, that disclosure is "primarily in the commercial interest of the requester."

n/a

n/a 
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Waiver Cost 
Information:

Expedited Processing: n/a
n/a
n/a
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